FROM: ANTHONY CARR, "THE WORLD'S MOST DOCUMENTED PSYCHIC" AND THE CLAIRVOYANT WHO PREDICTED THE TERRORISM OF 9/11

Psychic Contact/Life Intervention Letter

Key Timetable Projected Beginning On or About
December 29 2014 Thru January 28 2015

I want to involve myself in you right now... I am picking up intense vibrations and charting extraordinary star alliances — pivotal “hot dates” ahead may foreshadow a profusion of riches and staggering prosperity for YOU!!

Dear Friend: My vision and spiritual depth permeates the entire universe. My gift is my prophecy, and my powers of insight and revelation are renowned. I am your confidant!

Follow my directive at once...

To My Very Dear,

Quickly, sit.

Let nothing disturb your focus or attention, for I, Anthony Carr, need to share extraordinary revelations with YOU.

Let me begin by telling you that an enormous force-field is permeating the universe right now, strengthening with the movement of PLANET AND STAR ROTATIONS that foreshadow splendorous breakthroughs. Clearly, what is happening is predominating the entire cosmos and extending into the deepest realms of space, and it eclipses anything I have ever seen before. Please promise me — whatever you do, do not avert or waiver your focus from this letter, or underestimate the magnitude of the celestial bodies or what their aligning coordinates may soon promise to your immediate future.

What you must know, in fact, at this exact moment, is plainly, simply this:

I MEAN this, in EVERY way... and I am getting repeating premonitions and mental flashes of what may soon transpire. It is brilliant beyond description. A realization of lifelong dreams perhaps flooding forth for you.

Encompassing every conceivable manner of reward and fortune, including what may be a sudden run or unexpected windfall of immense OVERNIGHT PROSPERITY and MASS ACCUMULATION! (Yes, dear friend... I am talking about real affluence, major personal success, bountiful riches and life pleasures -- this is what I want to see quickly bless your future.)

Bringing YOU privilege, luxury, indescribable happiness. And completing your life with magnificent comforts and contentment and abundances almost too miraculous to describe!

Now, listen to me carefully, . Follow along with my every word and understand... right here, right now... that what I am telling you. What I am outlining

please turn and continue at once,
for you, is not the sordid exaggerations or unrealistic promises of the uninitiated or imprudent. No. On the contrary, the incredible illuminatory picture which may soon burst forth for you is rooted in my own keen consciousness. (I, Anthony Carr, am seeing, feeling, sensing this marvelous pending breakthrough. These inheritances of every conceivable prosperity and magnitude pouring forth!) Revelations. Vibrational energies. Telepathic signals. Obsolete intermediation from far-away voices. Jolting pronouncements accelerating in frequency and clarity. The rapid movement and orientation of heavenly bodies into a near-perfect alignment and symmetry. Pay attention here!!

**THESE ARE ALL SIMULTANEOUSLY HAPPENING RIGHT NOW, MY DEAR FRIEND!**

Yes, absolutely, I am getting magnificent mental pictures and unbelievable images of what may soon prevail...so I implore and compel you not to get lackadaisical or waiver in any way. Prepare yourself to please, **PLEASE**, follow my instructions faithfully.

I need you, in fact, to latch on to every word I am saying. Following along carefully, crucially, and trusting with your utmost faith and devotion that it is I, Anthony Carr, renowned as "The World's Most Documented Psychic," who is directly contacting you today.

Now, dear friend, foremost at this moment -- as I pull you into my world, in so many words, you must understand and accept that I possess a rare gift of insight and prophecy and of astro-phenomenological power...

Meaning, literally, my abilities as a preeminent psychic and visionary enable me to transcend the mortal realm of the "present" and the "everyday" -- and to enter a vastly different dimension. One of spiritual connection and paramysticism. Where I can see and outline the future. Predicting events. Picking up wavelengths. Engaging other presences and thrusting myself into an alter-consciousness where great insights and Epiphanies come to me. (YES!!! I am talking about secrets of the unknown, encrypted messages, hidden foreshadowings and manifestations of what may soon materialize... this is my providence!) And even more benevolent is that I can interpret and splice together the compound visualizations that pass through me to dictate and cast the course of every possible transpiration ahead...how...why...for whom...and when!

All true, dear friend, and amazingly, at this moment, I feel there is almost not enough I can DO for you, for the greatest days of your life may soon ignite your very existence with EXTRAORDINARY PROSPERITY AND SPONTANEOUS, BREATHTAKING RICHES.

**HEAR ME OUT, dear friend...**

For you must know what I have charted astrally. What I have tracked and analyzed. (IT IS STAGGERING!!) A celestial phenomenon far and away more profound and empowering than anything I have ever witnessed before. (Believe me when I tell you that this is a cataclysmic event of a magnitude beyond description. Spinning off cosmic vortices and radiating energies which are only now beginning to amass and reverberate across the **ENTIRE** universe.)

Listen carefully. Concentrate on what I am telling you.

As I break this down for you, let me confide in you that POLARIS, the stationary star, and the outer boundary of the universe, the "starry vault" -- is alive with deep vacuum-like forces I have never seen before.

In addition,

The Wandering Planets, MERCURY, VENUS, MARS, JUPITER and SATURN are lining-up in a rare configuration of dominating power which is rapidly streaming throughout our entire solar system. (**THIS IS AWESOME.**) Moreover, this force-field is effecting the largest and smallest of spatial bodies and universally pulling the rotation of major star coordinates into an almost perfect alignment of cohesion and pure empowerment.

Understand at this moment, dear friend. This phenomenon is not something you

**Massive Planetary Energies Are Aligning!!**
can see with your naked eye. It is not something you can feel, like the wind or the rain or the snow. But the exponential power forces at work, like the BILLIONS of splitting atoms that concentrate within an atomic bomb... are nonetheless creating a magnetic aura which may spontaneously attach to certain target destinies with such a preponderant power that stellar rewards of lifetime quest... meaning, winning-out, massive personal prosperity and gainful possessions, sweeping luck and effluence, material comforts, ultimate success, true happiness and inner-harmony are almost forced to happen!

Imagine, dear friend (think about what I am telling you at this moment, through this letter, based on our association right here and now) -- that it is YOU on the receiving end of these vast, astronomical breakthroughs!! And it is you, yes, YOU, who is lavishly... suddenly... bestowed with monumental indulgences and grandeur!!

I hope and pray and I wish that you are prepared and ready for such a miraculous benediction to occur, but I worry and dread and shudder that you are not.

Look. Listen to me. Trust in my supernatural powers... they are REAL!

I, Anthony Carr, cannot blame you for not being able to see and read the future with crystal vision. I cannot expect you to draw from the gift of acute prophecy and clairvoyance which is my hallmark and identity. But you must somehow, embrace with understanding, that when I dispatch a communication such as this one, it is always... EVERY SINGLE TIME... for a reason of imminence and indescribable opportunity and pending FORTUNE!

Yes, dear friend, and so I remind you as we unify our spirits that my prophecies and predictions of events are so catalogued and so “on target” that I have received the honourable distinction and reputation as The World’s “Most Documented” Psychic.

Obviously, you can trust me. You can attach to me with an open heart and mind...

But most of all, YOU MUST DO AS I REQUEST WITHOUT DELAY OR PROCRASTINATION!

Think through this and reason with what I am saying. You must answer me. (I compel you to follow through.)

In fact, and speaking with ultimate candor and truthfulness, every possible inheritance forthcoming may hinge on your urgency at this moment, for the heavens and the stars and the planets rule the universe and dictate each and every conceivable timetable for windows of opportunity which may NEVER COME AGAIN!

As such, I cannot impress upon you enough: Do not squander this moment. Do not linger over your current situation or ponder questions which have no answer or bearing.

Rather, understand and grasp that the moment of truth is here, and that I, Anthony Carr, am going to lead you and guide you every step of the way as only I can. Plotting out each detail that may quickly and dramatically break for you. Crystallizing my visualizations. Drawing upon my deepest prophecy and vision to “see” and look ahead, and to define events. And then -- only then, when I have pulled every ounce of energy from within me -- ONLY THEN, dear friend, will I sit down and write everything out for you in plain, clear words, providing an extended report of priceless guidance detailing every transpiration which may soon reward and illuminate your life with instantaneous life-pleasures and extravagances of material comfort and luxuries beyond words.

WHAT I AM SEEING AND SENSING RIGHT NOW IS TOTALLY... ABSOLUTELY... MAGNIFICENT...

In terms of vast prospective riches, substantial prosperity and the accumulation of significant FORTUNE AND PRIVILEGE AND LARGE-SCALE ENDOWMENT, my visions are locking in like radar and instinctively dictating my senses to hurriedly finish this letter.

YES, dear friend, I am certain of the inherent time-track ahead -- the cohesion of the stationary star POLARIS and the alignment of the Wandering Planets in this near-perfect orientation speaks volumes to me, and my calculations and natal observation...
directly point to December 29 2014 thru January 28 2015 as the hottest and most acute period for every manner of collective breakthrough and personal success to suddenly, quickly materialize!!

Think about what this can mean to you. Your life. Your imminent future. Your joys and thrills and ultimate liberating realizations!

Accordingly, PLEASE HURRY,

There is NO-RISK. There is no way you can lose with Anthony Carr. Yet I need you to finish strong with me. I need you to follow my instructions — to complete the PROSPERITY AND LIFE-LEADERSHIP FORM I have prepared in your name below, and to return it to me at once. Please do this now, today...I beseech you to act at this moment, for I repeat to you that YOU RISK NOTHING, and my guarantee formally substantiates my promise and my sworn word to you that your greatest dreams and desires must be fully, epically realized in the days ahead. Or I will refund every penny of my guidance fee indicated below. (This is my ironclad guarantee!)

Understand, the timing of this letter is based on a kind of immortal predetermination that is beyond all reason. (This is how the miracle of destiny comes alive and flourishes...and this is why I am so intent on our connection today.)

BE SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR FUTURE!! Train your thoughts on the wonderful life which may soon be transformed beyond miracles with PROSPERITY AND FORTUNE. It is YOUR life, and it is YOUR future!

I MEAN THIS!!!

As such, my words and my detailed report of leadership will be on its way to you hastily with your answer to me. With your earliest reply to this letter.

Trust me on this, my dear friend, and know in your heart that my devotion to you is limitless, and my bond, unbreakable. I will never, never, NEVER let you down!

To your splendid future, I am

Anthony Carr

P.S.
My dearest,
Please do not let today swing into tomorrow without answering me. Time is ticking away even now, and the December 29 2014 start date is fast approaching. Return your form below...I am waiting vigilantly!!

DETACH AND RETURN THE COMPLETED BOTTOM PORTION AT ONCE IN THE ENVELOP PROVIDED...PLEASE HURRY!!

AATE1003
100369271

Special Outreach and Psychic Connection/Respondent Form as Prepared by Anthony Carr, "The World's Most Documented Psychics" PROSPERITY AND LIFE-LEADERSHIP FORM (6029840594)

Regarding an extraordinary empowerment window and vast pending prosperity window due to a universal force-field pulling the rotation of the Wandering Planets

PROJECED TARGET DATES:
December 29 2014
Thru
January 28 2015

PREPARED FOR:
ADDRESS:

YES, I want to quickly achieve a life of ultimate breakthrough, personal fulfillment and beamimg happiness. I have thoroughly read your letter and enthusiastically accept your guidance so that I may capture every pending Material Prosperity, every Privilege and Life-Success, every Comfort, Contentment and splendidous Affluence, and every manner of Fortune and spontaneous Riches across this special golden period ahead.

Please draw upon your deepest powers, — crystallize your revelations and plot all events and opportunities through which my life may be transformed with indulgences beyond words. I am so anxious to receive the entire Leadership Report forthcoming from you, and understand that I risk nothing. In fact, I must successfully attain the realization of my greatest dreams and desires, and as "The World's Most Documented Psychics," you formally agree and guarantee that I am disappointed or have any misgivings whatsoever, that you will refund your guidance fee in full and with no questions asked. This is a legal, written 100% Guarantee, and I have your word of honour, and your oath and pledge and your complete promise.

YES, I have enclosed your Guidance and Report Fee of only: US$39.95 (Make payable to: Anthony Carr)

Please indicate Method Of Payment: □ Cash □ Check/Chq/Check □ Money/Postal Order, or charge my □ Visa □ MasterCard

REQUIRED BIRTH INFORMATION
Please enter your birth record below for Anthony Carr
Month of Birth ______________ Date of Birth ______________ Year of Birth ______________

Signature X

Email address (optional)

Only fill if you want to receive further calculation by mail

AATE-LF